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Energy Efficiency True Value
“It would be foolish to dismiss the potential for
major changes in the utility business model.” Theodore Craver Jr., CEO, Edison International.

ABSTRACT: Energy efficiency delivers outputs and multitude of benefits that goes far
beyond the mere cost savings in the energy bill. There are two differentiated aspects and
value propositions in its energy and non-energy dimensions: Efficiency Service and Efficiency
Energy. Efficiency Energy is a renewable energy source and should be also valued as that.
Efficiency Energy is at the center of the new emergent energy system transforming buildings
into Distributed Energy Assets. There are now robust and accredited international protocols
to measure and verify the generation of Negawatts. The Grid value of Efficiency Energy can
be activated through the Avoided Cost methodology. Energy Efficiency is a national concern,
the case for an overhaul of the Spanish National Energy Efficiency Fund scheme to activate
the value of White Certificates. The Metered Energy Efficiency Transaction Structure could
become the preferred one to activate the True Value of energy efficiency.

I.- THE ENERGY AND NON-ENERGY COMPONENTS AND BENEFITS
In general terms, energy efficiency refers to the amount of output that can be produced with a
given input of energy.
The EU Energy Efficiency Directive uses a very broad definition: ‘energy efficiency’ means the
ratio of output of performance, service, goods or energy, to input of energy.
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To illustrate these kinds of outputs, thermal comfort in a building is an example of performance;
energy management is a service; to produce the output you need goods like boilers, heat pumps
etc, the production of which requires energy.
Energy efficiency not only delivers a reduction in energy per unit of output, but also a wider
stream of energy and non-energy benefits, for a multitude of stakeholders and society at large.

This dichotomy is important to understand in order to be able to properly assign the respective
cost-benefit and value to each energy and non-energy benefit; in fact, energy efficiency from
this dual perspective, fits nicely with Thomas Edison first energy business model; he proposed
to sell services (lighting, power, heat…) rather than energy units (kWh).
In this sense, for ease of reference, all non-energy output and benefits shall be called Efficiency
Service, to dislodge it from the other pure energetic part.
Efficiency Service applied to the built environment generates outputs and benefits: cost savings,
comfort, efficient and smart energy management, reduced O&M running costs, increased equity
value, rebates in property taxes, better tenancy retention and attraction, increased resilience,
venue for new Net Operating Income, better credit scoring , increased productivity, better air
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quality and productivity, circularity , alleviates energy poverty, health benefits, reduced
households expenditure, better insurance terms, easier and cheaper regulatory compliance,
makes true ESG commitments, better and cheaper access to capital markets .. to name a few.

But there is also the energy aspect to energy efficiency, that is presently lost in the equation and
cannot be explained nor accounted solely by savings, and whose absence is partly the culprit of
various market barriers and failures to exploit all the energy efficiency potential. We are going
to be referring to it as Efficiency Energy.
Energy efficiency in its energy dimension, does have its own outputs and benefits, totally
different from the Efficiency Service ones mentioned above, which are impacted at the grid level
and energy system at large.
Reduced energy demand means that energy imports can be decreased (contributing to energy
security at national level) and energy infrastructure (such as power plants and/or transmission
lines) requirements reduced. Lower energy demand also leads to a reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions, making an essential contribution to climate protection, decarbonisation of the
economy and improvement of social health.
Summing up, energy efficiency translates both in Efficiency Service and Efficiency Energy, its
both energy and non-energy sides.
Pricing Efficiency Service, shouldn´t be problematic, as any other service, it simply depends on
private

negotiations

between

the

incumbents

which

could

be

owners/tenants/esco´s/financiers, so they can align their conflicting interests, needs and
expectations around one or various parameters, market references, indexes, deliverables and
applying discounts or escalators.
We have to signal from the outset, that there is an structural problem with energy efficiency,
specially under Energy Performance Contracts (EPC) structures, and is that repayment or
compensation of the investment only considers or is exclusively based on cost savings in the
utility Bill, totally disregarding the rest of outputs and benefits (and its correspondent value)
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outlined for Efficiency Service, straining project cash flows and making deep retrofits for its
higher upfront cost and extended paybacks unattainable. Not only that, EPC also leaves stranded
potential positive cash flows coming from its energy side, Efficiency Energy.
All these EE value streams need to be recognized and rewarded appropriately which will improve
the ROI on energy efficiency projects and will make deep retrofits not only bankable but enticing
Many shall question that this distinction is nonsense and that Efficiency Energy is nothing more
than an artificial construct for all it is is energy savings and that is the essence of energy
efficiency, but they will be missing the point that one thing is the monetary equivalent of a cost
reduction on the energy bill (Efficiency Service) and a totally different one is an energy source
(Efficiency Energy), in fact the largest in our planet.. Yet so far, the toughest to generate.
All those energy and non-energy outputs and benefits should be valued, activated and
compensated irrespectively of the method, who or how they are generated and delivered and
to whom they principally benefit, be it the owner, utility, Transmission and Distribution System
Operator (DSO/TSO) or the country itself. Should they continue to remain invisible, we will be
legitimating a system of free riders (benefits for many will be paid only by some or benefits for
a few will be at the cost of the rest).

II.- EFFICIENCY ENERGY AS A RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCE
According to EU, energy efficiency is "an energy source in its own right". By 2030 more energy
will be saved than the amount of oil-based energy, thus energy efficiency is expected to actually
become the “first fuel”.
The American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy (ACEEE), affirms that energy efficiency is
America´s third-largest electricity resource and contribute more power to the grid than nuclear
power.
“The investments we’ve made in energy efficiency in buildings between 1990 and today have
helped us to avoid the equivalent of 313 large power plants and have delivered cumulative
savings of nearly $790 billion to customers across the country,” writes Annie Gilleo, senior
manager of state policy at the ACEEE. The situation is the same in the EU, EE has delivered more
energy services than any other source – far more than renewables.
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The Renovation Wave initiative is a priority under the European Green Deal and the recovery
plan for the EU, aimed at increasing the rate and quality of renovation of existing buildings and
thereby help decarbonize the building stock, streamlined within the 32,5% efficiency target set
by the EU Commission Green Deal for 2030.
Lined-up with those Climate Change targets, the Spanish integrated National Energy and Climate
Plan, calls for a near 40% improvement in energy efficiency contemplating around €80.000
million investments for the period 2020-2030.
The recently released EU sustainable taxonomy unambiguously considers energy efficiency as a
sustainable climate change mitigation lever.
Energy efficiency in its energy side, or Efficiency Energy, is therefore, both a sustainable fuel or
renewable energy resource and a public policy priority: “Energy Efficiency First”, both at the EU
and national level.
But what is different with this energy fuel? What sets it apart? Up to now it is invisible. It lies
concealed in buildings, industries and within the energy system.
It is really hard to understand that a public energy priority does not exist by itself, in equal
footing with the rest of the renewable sources.
All there is, is a misleading and shortsighted approach by promoters and project developers to
sell energy efficiency as a mean to save money on the energy bill.
All renewable sources (hydro, solar, wind, biomass, cogeneration..) have their own legal corpus,
pricing, generation and distribution regulations, where public and systemic cost-benefits
analysis are undertaken to facilitate and expand their grid penetration and design of incentives
and industry subsidies, and where its output (energy units) is capable of being easily monetized
through all sort of public and secondary markets, either as a physical or virtual commodity under
power purchase agreements.
Why should it be different with Efficiency Energy?
As with the rest of renewable sources, it needs a capex investment (retrofit), some opex for
operation and maintenance (O&M) and generates energy outputs (Negawatts), except that
even better than the rest, for it is multiple fuel as it can be applied both to electricity and gas
and does not need interconnection, nor substations or network expansion (non-wires).
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Not only that, its Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE) is significantly cheaper than any other
renewable source and it is not intermittent but sends clear long term demand signals to the grid,
what makes it a great Distributed Energy Resource (DER). This low LCOE has been proven many
times for example through the DEEP database (De-Risking Energy Efficiency Platform), one of
the biggest efforts at European level to gather, interpret and share efficiency project data and
develop a investments risk/performance modelling methodology.

III.- GRID VALUE OF INTEGRATED EFFICIENT BUILDINGS
One of the new paradigms for energy is the idea of Distributed Energy Resources. Distributed
resources are smaller, incremental units of energy that can be provided through a variety of
supply-side and demand-side technologies to create a flexible resource portfolio. These
incremental amounts of energy might be controlled by any of a number of participants in the
increasingly competitive energy marketplace.
The traditionally centralized, one-way electrical grid does not provide the optimal environment
for managing many of the new and emerging energy challenges and opportunities of the 21st
century. A smart, two-way grid interacting with smart, responsive buildings can fortify the
system to deal with economic, security, supply, and demand disruptions while leveraging new
opportunities for efficiency, cost savings, resilience, and distributed energy generation, as
already explained, both energy and non-energy benefits.
Buildings are on their way to becoming more flexible – and even dispatchable – demand-side
resources that mimic “peaker” power plants. But they can offer much more than that. Buildings
are becoming virtual energy storage nodes by providing flexible load management services for
utilities to employ in order to offset their peak power demands. We are moving without possible
turn back to a new paradigm “Grid-Interactive Efficient Buildings” (GEB´s).
A GEB is an efficient building with smart technologies characterized by the active use of energy
efficiency, solar, storage, and load flexibility to optimize energy use for grid services, occupant
needs and preferences, and cost reductions (Efficiency Service and Efficiency Energy).
They focus on demand and the time value of energy via energy efficiency, renewable energy,
storage, and load flexible technologies, thereby reducing grid constraints and enabling
decarbonization.
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Grid-interactive energy-efficient buildings are the next frontier for smart maximization of energy
consumption and demand, operating costs, and carbon emissions in the built environment, they
provide a great deal of untapped value to building owners, grid stakeholders, and society at
large.
We are still working on an old conceptual model about how to design and operate an energy
system, but the new one in its making, needs to be thought of and managed from a top down
hierarchical optimization approach, from the customer outwards. Conceptually this can be
thought of as the “onion” proposed by David Sykes, where Energy Efficiency lies at the heart.

*ESO: Electricity System Operator; DSO: Distribution System Operator

This digression is just to highlight that energy efficiency value goes far beyond its potential to
save money on the energy bill, it is a behind-the-meter lead actor in the coming decentralized,
digitalized, democratized and distributed energy system: the Energy Cloud.
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IV.- METERING EFFICIENCY ENERGY
As any other energy source, Efficiency Energy to be valued and priced, first needs to be metered.
For some time, measuring Efficiency Energy was more an art than a science…not anymore.
Jurisdictions began to scale up EE as an energy strategy in the 1970s. Since then Efficiency
Measurement &Verification (EM&V) has been critical to EE’s success, credibility, and expansion.
EM&V methods have been refined and improved over time as EE program strategies evolved
and today EM&V protocols and guidelines are robust, transparent, and well documented.
Since 1997, the Efficiency Valuation Organization (EVO) has developed, maintained, and
improved the International Performance Measurement and Verification Protocol (IPMVP). The
IPMVP was originally developed to help increase investment in energy and water efficiency,
demand management and renewable energy projects around the world.
IPMVP developed four different options to measure Efficiency Energy, applying from one
specific measure to a whole-building performance.
Nowadays, there are several software providers and platforms fully IPMVP accredited, which
can meter Efficiency Energy through dynamic baselines which can be calibrated through
objective, transparent, auditable, cheap and fast protocols to fully adjust the metering to the
real circumstances triggering energy consumption at the premises.
Sub metering, digitalization, energy management solutions, cloud infrastructures, Artificial
Intelligence, big data and Internet of things (IoT) are making metering easier, faster, cheaper
and way more accurate so now we can truly deal with metered not deemed Efficiency Energy.
In the USA, the guidance which came out this year from California and PG&E on Normalized
Metered Energy Consumption is a good example of regulators and utilities arriving at rules that
enforce rigorous, peer-reviewed methodologies for measuring Efficiency Energy.
As said before, the basic approach to Efficiency Energy so far has been as a mean to save money
on energy bills, but as any other renewable energy source that can be activated, harvested,
metered and integrated into the grid management and energy system, should have a value per
se and not solely in relation to the absence of something other else, it should be the basis for an
income stream or cash flow, not a theoretical net profit out of a subtraction, it should be visible
and tangible not invisible, it has to be positive not negative.
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V.- VALUE ANALYSIS OF EFFICIENCY ENERGY AS AVOIDED COST
Let’s focus then on the potential outputs, benefits and energy value of Efficiency Energy.
The benefits of efficiency as an energy resource at an energy-systemic level are computed as the
sum of the following components: 1. Electricity and natural gas commodity, adjusted for energy
losses. 2. Environmental externality, which quantifies the reduced impact on the environment
resulting from less generation of electricity and direct combustion of natural gas. 3. Transmission
and distribution (T&D) capacity, which captures the reduced demand related capital
expenditures, line capacity losses and maintenance costs associated with energy savings. 4.
System reliability, which includes the cost of maintaining a reserve margin and other ancillary
services. 5. Price effect of demand reduction, which recognizes that reduced demand results in
a decrease in the market-clearing price for electricity
Historically, quantification of efficiency benefits focused largely on the economic value of
annual energy reductions. As the requirements for and complexity of a more flexible and
resilient electricity system increase, all characteristics including peak demand impacts of energy
efficiency must be considered in order to create a more reliable, affordable electricity system.
Efficiency Energy has therefore an increasing impact and interest both as an avoided generation
and avoided delivered cost to the system.
Avoided generation costs are actions that reduce peak demand, shift generation to lessexpensive sources, offset the need to build more power plants, and maintain the grid’s
frequency.
Avoided delivery costs are actions that reduce a utility’s need to invest in new wires and
substations (i.e. non-wires alternatives) and help with voltage regulation.
The avoided-cost concept became a public policy tool in the context of energy efficiency. Under
the landmark Public Utility Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (PURPA) in the USA, electric utilities
were required to consider pricing policies and other means of demand management. Many state
regulators, frustrated with the high costs of the supply side, provided utilities with incentives for
implementing demand-management strategies.
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According to PURPA, “avoided cost” is the cost an electric utility would otherwise incur to
generate power if it did not purchase electricity from another source. Avoided cost provides the
basis of the rate required to be paid to qualifying facilities for purchased power under PURPA.
Costs avoided are savings achieved. Opportunity savings may accrue to customers, the utility,
and society. Regardless, these savings constitute resources that can be invested in other
pursuits, related or unrelated to energy resource management and use.
An applied avoided-cost analysis compares the incremental savings associated with not
producing an additional unit of output through a specific method (to simplify the current energy
mix could be taken as proxy) to the incremental cost of supplying the equivalent unit through
an alternative method. For example, conservation is justified when the unit cost of freeing-up
existing supply capacity through demand management is lower than the unit cost of adding new
supply capacity.
The E3 Avoided Cost Model forecasts long-term marginal costs to evaluate the costeffectiveness of distributed energy resources (DERs) such as energy efficiency, distributed
generation, storage, and demand response. It provides robust area- and time-specific cost
estimates suitable for regulatory proceedings using public data and transparent forecasting
methods, so that now we have a time-efficiency measure basis to model and determine its costeffectiveness and thus its energy value.
In 2020 the California Public Utilities Commission adopted the E3 Avoided Cost Model, which it
will use to determine the cost-effectiveness of more than $1 billion in programs annually. This
project was built on a series of long-term avoided cost studies developed and refined since 2004.
For all of the above, time-of-day pricing for energy efficiency through a dynamic Avoided Cost
methodology seems the right approach to rightfully give birth to Efficiency Energy as a true grid
resource.
This is critical to move away from a subsidy/incentives policy mental frame. The fact of the
matter is that subsidies, for counterintuitive it might seem, are stifling, impairing and limiting
the full potential of deep retrofits in the market.
Absent a true and per se Efficiency Energy cash flows, all retrofits are dependent on the Savings
Investment Ratio (SIR) or the Net Present Value of savings and according payback period, , killing
all deep retrofits with higher project cost (the ones that actually have more impact on
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decarbonisation and a higher Avoided Cost value to the grid) to the benefit of smaller and
shallower ones which can easily be accomplished with available limited subsidies and incentives.
The tragedy is that those subsidies and incentives are already socialized as part of the energy
bill component everybody is paying (moral hazard) for targeted or deemed EE, not to mention
that subsidies are time consuming to get, and are as fickle as the wind… even in some countries
are actually taxable income to the recipient!
Energy efficiency so far is the sad history of a market failure. What we need from regulators is
not more subsidies distorting that market, but market, financial and fiscal instruments to solve
the present barriers, should we want to attract and crowd in the huge amount of private capital
needed and available to make it happen.
If the most appropriate methodology to assess Efficiency Energy systemic value is through its
Avoided Cost analysis, and there are state of the art evaluation solutions in the market
constantly refined and enriched with the enhanced digital capacity to capture and manage big
data, the next question is how such value should be accounted for and who should be
compensated or paid for it.
Here we encounter the conundrum of embeddedness as all system costs directly or indirectly
trickle down to the energy bill, which is fine, should the system were also designed to distribute
benefits and not to reward free-riders or use the energy bill to finance policies that should rather
be on the public ledger than in the households bank accounts.
But there is always a way forward. Let’s consider Spain.

VI.- ACTIVATING THE VALUE OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY AS A PUBLIC INTEREST
Article 7 under the Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/UE instituted specific energy efficiency
obligations for all Member States.
Spain obliged constituting the National Energy Efficiency Fund (NEEF) to be fed by annual
contributions of energy companies from a 1,5% of their total energy sales, multiplied by a
monetary value determined each year (€0,06KWh last year) in proportion with the national
annual efficiency obligation (last year 3.000 GWh).
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The NEEF then applies those moneys to grant subsidies and incentives to achieve efficiency, (we
already commented that is possibly the worst use of public money to pursue deep retrofits and
an ambitious building renovation strategy). The national annual efficiency obligation therefore
is not guaranteed as a policy output, only the esteemed funding needs are.
It is a system based on targeted efficiency not a system like in other European countries where
the market mechanism in place actually pays for energy efficiency materialized through
certificates (White Tags).
The selected system to comply with Article 7 is anything but optimal.
What if, that annual monetary value be determined on a robust grid Avoided Cost method,
including its CO2 value?. Now we could say that we have an official “tariff for Efficiency Energy”,
efficiency that now could be metered and not simply deemed, making whole the national
obligations under article 7.
With a pricing mechanism in place, we now have a new commodity able and ready to be
monetized and transformed into energy efficiency project´s cash flow (Efficiency Energy) and
mobilized through White Tags.
All companies contributing into the NEEF could opt to contribute in cash or in kind through White
Tags, generated through their own projects or acquired from third parties, exactly the same as
Renewable Energy Certificates. Customers will stop paying in their bills for a public policy they
are not benefitting and the NEEF could morph into a kind of Green Bank to leverage other public
funds to crowd-in private capital, activating financial structures to help de-risk efficiency
projects and new technologies and support the segment most needed: social housing and
population in energy poverty.
Efficiency Energy will now be visible and positive and the EE market could move towards
more advanced structures than the prevailing EPC.

VII.- METERED ENERGY EFFICIENCY TRANSACTION STRUCTURE
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Among all alternatives, the Metered Energy Efficiency Transaction Structure (MEETS) looks like
the most promising to place Efficiency Energy at the center and front runner of a new efficiency
impetus.
While the building sector has significant potential to decarbonise and unlock wider benefits
across the economy, from energy savings that increase consumer spending power, healthier and
more comfortable occupancy and the creation of new skilled jobs that can help stimulate
economic recovery, there is a growing recognition that the financial system needs to play a
critical role in deploying this investment.
There are considerable barriers common across the entire efficiency market – such as limited
know-how and awareness of the energy and non-energy benefits on energy efficiency, the
hassle and complexity of retrofit projects, and a shortage of reliable and accessible data – there
are specific challenges that impact deep retrofit projects in the building sector, as outlined
below:


Owners can be deterred by costly upfront project costs, lengthy and uncertain payback
periods on deep energy efficiency investments, in addition to a limited selection of
attractive finance options.



Tenants and landlords experience a discouraging split incentive (i.e. landlords have
minimal motive to retrofit their properties, as energy cost savings often accrue to the
tenants).



Utilities face reduced income (lost energy unit sales) from implementing energy
efficiency measures in buildings.



And finally, Investors are reluctant to invest in deep retrofits, as the economic benefits
and returns are complex to calculate as more often than not, they are only dependent
on the net present value of cost savings on current energy bills, straining any project
finance approach to underwrite the financing.

MEETS offers an effective way to address these issues by structuring a building retrofit project
financing in a very similar way to renewable energy generation projects.
Instead of going through the complicated and not always advisable Energy Performance
Contract structure, Meets builds on the well-known and bankable financing structure of other
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renewable energy projects by transitioning from a savings sharing and guaranty scheme to a
more mature PPA and energy leasing one, where financial risk is transferred from the building
owner to the PPA off taker, normally a utility of higher rating, also exploiting the full potential
of on-bill repayment and totally aligning the interests on a long term basis of owners, tenants,
developers, financiers and utilities.
The crucial distinction innovation, is that MEETS considers and treats buildings as Distributed
Energy Assets (DER) and in essence finances the “generation” of a new energy source “Efficiency
Energy”, as already mentioned, and according to the IEA “the greatest energy source in our
planet”.
A MEETS transaction will work in these steps:
1. The building owner enters into an Energy Tenant agreement with a financier/developer
who agrees to undertake and finance a deep retrofit of a particular building or fleet of
buildings.
2. The financier/developer (Energy Tenant) takes the full responsibility for the retrofit. The
developer will ‘own’ the Efficiency Energy benefits that result from the retrofit.
3. The Utility bills the Building Owner, for the metered energy saved as Efficiency Service
at the price agreed between the owner and Energy Tenant which will assure at least bill
neutrality to the tenant.
4. The Utility enters into a long term (20 years) PPA with the Energy Tenant to purchase
the metered Efficiency Energy harvested from the facility at its tariff plus whatever the
owner and Energy Tenant have agreed as price for the Efficiency Service.

All parties accept the amount of Efficiency Energy harvested done through a dynamic baseline
meter that meets utility resource grade standards. The Efficiency Service charged to the building
owner can be transferred as an Opex to building tenant and lessees, thus solving the split
incentive, a formidable barrier under any other efficiency financing structure.
The structure assures at least “energy bill neutrality” to the building owner and tenants, meaning
they won’t pay more for their energy bill that they will be paying should the retrofit didn’t take
place.
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The financier gets repaid its retrofit investment through the PPA, a well-known contractual
structure and easier to refinance in the capital markets.
The building owner can receive a payment (a share of PPA payments) from financier in concept
of energy rental, therefore adding a new Net Operating Income stream from the building
operation.
The Utility does not lose billing volume, adds a new high value service to its customers thus
increasing its market retention and penetration potential, captures part of the benefits
associated and deriving from Efficiency Energy and could arbitrate the market value of White
Tags acquired under the PPA.
The Tenants get a better and healthier building space for no extra cost compared to before the
retrofit took place.
The grid and the energy system profit from activating the Avoided Cost of Efficiency Energy and
ultimately transferring it into more affordable energy bills.
Society and the public sector will benefit from a better environment, public health savings, local
jobs creation, boost of economic activity, more taxable income and a more resilient and
decarbonized economy.
MEETS is therefore a brilliant structure able to seamlessly activate and share cash flows in
relation to both retail energy prices, Efficiency Services, grid services and environmental
attributes (Efficiency Energy), a holistic approach and recognition of the True Value of energy
efficiency.

VIII.- FINAL REMARKS
American economist Kenneth Boulding once commented that “Images of the future are critical
to choice oriented behavior.”
Greenward Partners believes it is important to visualize the larger potential of energy efficiency
to enable the development of policies and technologies that might enhance our overall energy
productivity and attainment of climate change goals.
Here it goes: assuming that policies, market forces, and new financing mechanisms are put in
place to facilitate substantial investments in energy efficiency, we might have an economy in
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the year 2030 that is about 70% larger than it is today, but one that uses no more energy than
was required in the mid-1990s.
Sometimes an image is better than a thousand words:

But the reality check is that our current market arrangements, and our current use of
technologies, still waste 86 percent of the energy needed in the production and distribution of
goods and services.
To breach the gap, we need to activate the True Value of energy efficiency among all its
stakeholders: building owners, tenants, Esco´s, investors, the grid and society, otherwise we are
condemned to slow incremental changes when the planet is asking for a new and bold playing
field.
As brilliantly put by Michael Liebreich (founder and senior contributor to Bloomberg NEF,
member of the IEA Commission for Urgent Action on Energy Efficiency and international advisory
board member of Equinor) “Sometimes it takes decades for a sector to become an overnight
success. For the energy efficiency sector, opportunity has arrived. Don’t let it slip past”.
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Greenward Partners energizes green equity by promoting, providing specialized financing and
monetizing green energy attributes and flexibility services from Distributed Energy Resources including
energy efficiency, distributed renewables, storage and energy management solutions.
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